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Abstract. This paper is the first to establish the impact of colour on
users’ ability to interpret the informational content of concept diagrams,
a logic designed for ontology engineering. Motivation comes from results
for Euler diagrams, which form a fragment of concept diagrams: ma-
nipulating curve colours affects user performance. In particular, using
distinct curve colours yields significant performance benefits in Euler di-
agrams. Naturally, one would expect to obtain similar empirical results
for concept diagrams, since colour is a graphical feature to which we
are perceptually sensitive. Thus, this paper sets out to test this expec-
tation by conducting a crowdsourced empirical study involving 261 par-
ticipants. Our study suggests that manipulating curve colours no longer
yields significant performance differences in this syntactically richer logic.
Consequently, when using colour to visually group syntactic elements
with common semantic properties, we ask how different do the elements’
shapes need to be in order for there to be significant performance benefits
arising from using colours?
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1 Introduction

There is a growing body of evidence that diagrams can help people with logical
reasoning, with research primarily focusing on logics with low expressiveness [19,
22, 23, 25]. As particular examples, diagrams have been found to aid some stu-
dents with deductive reasoning tasks as compared to standard symbolic logic [25],
and Euler diagrams have been shown to increase accuracy when performing syl-
logistic reasoning tasks [23]. In addition, fMRI studies have found, in the context
of reasoning, that diagrams provide cognitive offloading and therefore aid cog-
nition, as compared to stylized natural language [22]. Most directly related to
this paper is work by Alharbi et al. which suggests that concept diagrams5 sup-
port more effective interpretation of information than both OWL (strictly, the

5 Concept diagrams were developed specifically for ontology engineering. Other visual
‘ontology’ notations include SOVA [15], which is based on node-link diagrams and,
thus, is syntactically very different from concept diagrams.
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Manchester OWL syntax) and description logic [3]. In summary, the prior work
covered here compares diagrammatic representations of information with com-
peting notations. The takeaway message is that diagrammatic logics have been
shown to effectively support users with tasks, thus giving them an accessibility
advantage over their symbolic and textual counterparts. By contrast, this paper
sets out to understand the impact of manipulating colour in concept diagrams,
in order to increase their efficacy in logical reasoning tasks.

Euler diagrams are the underlying notation of concept diagrams, as well
as many other diagrammatic logics [19, 22, 23, 25]. It is known that reducing
clutter in Euler diagrams improves cognition [4, 27], as does ensuring that they
possess so-called well-formedness properties [21]. There is no reason to suppose
that low clutter and possessing well-formedness properties are not beneficial for
concept diagrams. Measures of clutter in concept diagrams were explored in [13].
Empirical research has also focused on the graphical features of Euler diagrams.
Prior work, such as [6], provides a series of empirically-informed guidelines that
point towards effective graphical choices, such as how to use colour, choose curve
shapes, and orient diagrams. The guide most relevant to this paper is that for
colour: draw Euler diagrams with curves that have no fill and different colours
for each represented set. An immediate question arises, which we address in this
paper: does this guide also apply to concept diagrams?

The study on which this colour-guide, for Euler diagrams, is based was lim-
ited to around eight curves. It is estimated that between eight and ten colours
can be rapidly distinguished at a time by the human eye [11, 20, 28]. Whilst the
reasons for this are not known [11], it is hypothesized that because humans are
only able to store this number of items in their short-term memory [18]. There-
fore, since concept diagrams can often include more than ten syntactic elements,
varying the hues assigned to them may no longer bring performance advantages.
It is important to ascertain whether manipulating colour in concept diagrams
can be done in such a way that performance is significantly improved. Appealing
to [5], for our study we defined three colour treatments for concept diagrams: (1)
monochrome, all diagrammatic elements were black, (2) dichrome, selected dia-
grammatic elements were blue and the remaining were green (as in [12, 14, 24]),
and (3) polychrome, different colours were assigned to the syntactic elements;
none of the curves used a colour fill. Thus, treatment (3) follows the prior guid-
ance and could be expected to outperform (1) and (2), but with the caveat that
using more than eight to ten colours may have the potential to be detrimental.

Section 2 summarises concept diagrams. Section 3 describes our study design,
with its execution and results covered in section 4. We discuss our results in
section 6. The data and materials can be downloaded from [1].

2 A Brief Introduction to Concept Diagrams

Concept diagrams include a variety of syntactic elements in order to convey
information [24]. We evaluate a fragment of the notation (we do not need the full
expressive power: concept diagrams are a second-order logic). We introduce, by
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example, the syntax needed for our study. Figure 1 shows two concept diagrams.
On the left, the diagram contains one curve inside another to express that (the
set of) Korrigans is a subset of Spirits: all Korrigans are Spirits. The righthand
diagram contains two non-overlapping curves to express that the sets Demon and
Elf are disjoint. The boxes are used to indicate the boundaries of each diagram.
So, in figure 2 there are two juxtaposed diagrams; each individual diagram carries
no meaning in this case, and the fact that there are two non-overlapping curves,
Mermaid and Giant, does not convey any information since the respective curves
are inside distinct rectangles. That is, spatial relationships only convey meaning
inside a common bounding box.

In figure 3, there are also two diagrams. The lefthand diagram comprises
two boxes, each enclosing some syntax, with an arrow between them. This solid
arrow, labelled scares, is sourced on Boggart and targets an unlabelled curve
which is a subset of Midget, asserting that Boggarts scare only Midgets. The
righthand diagram is structurally similar but uses a dashed arrow labelled by
annoys annotated with ‘≥ 1’, which is a symbolic device used to convey cardi-
nality information in the following way: Goblins annoy at least one thing in the
arrow’s target set. The arrow’s target set is inside Fairy, so we can provide the
arrow’s meaning in a more succinct way: Goblins annoy at least one Fairy. The
use of a dashed arrow does not provide ‘only’ information as we saw in the case
of the solid arrow.

As well as being sourced on curves, arrows can be sourced on the enclosing
box. This box is taken to represent the universal set, so we can talk about
everything or, more simply, things. Two examples are given in figure 4. On the
left, the solid arrow targets a subset of Puck: things chase only Pucks. Essentially,
a diagram with this syntactic construction is expressing a range axiom: the range
of chase is Puck. In the diagram on the right, the arrow’s label, likes, has an
annotation: -. The use of - is to indicate that we mean the inverse of the binary
relation likes. Thus, the diagram is expressing that things ‘like inverse’ only
Nisses. This is equivalent to Only Nisses like things which is a domain axiom.
Using these basic constructions, more complex diagrams can be formed, like that
in figure 5 which uses multiple colours for its syntactic elements. It expresses
many facts, such as:

– All Halflings are Midgets.
– No Goblin is a Demon.
– Pucks follow only Halflings.

– Elfs chase at least one Fairy.
– Things guide only Pucks.
– Only Demons scare things.

Diagrams with this level of complexity were used to collect performance data.

Spirit

Korrigan

Demon Elf

Fig. 1. Subset and disjointness.

Mermaid Giant

Fig. 2. Non-disjointness.
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Boggart

scares

Midget Goblin Fairyannoys 1

Fig. 3. Diagrams involving arrows.

chases

Puck Nisse

likes -

Fig. 4. Range and domain.

Puck

guides follows

Midget

Halfling Elf

Goblin

Boggart Demon

scares -

hates

Fairy

Nymph

SelkieFairy

annoys likes -

watches chases1 1

Fig. 5. A more complex diagram which expresses many different statements.

3 Study Design

We will now describe our between-group study design including: the information
conveyed by the diagrams, the colour treatments, participant training, strate-
gies to manage learning effects, performance phase questions, our approach to
data collection, and the statistical methods employed. Our study comprised the
following phases:

1. Training phase: participants were shown a series of simple diagrams along
with their meanings.

2. Learning effect phase: participants were asked two questions, similar to those
in the next phase.

3. Performance phase: participants were asked six questions, from which we
recorded accuracy and time data.

Each question in the learning effect phase and the performance phase was
multiple choice. Before we can describe the three phases, we need to consider
the information that was to be conveyed by the performance phase diagrams.

3.1 Information to be Conveyed

Concept diagrams are an expressive logic, capable of defining a broad range of
axioms. It is not feasible, or even possible, to cover the rich variety of axioms
that one can define using concept diagrams in an empirical study. Given the mo-
tivation for developing concept diagrams was to model ontologies, we selected
six commonly occurring ontology statement (axiom) types, as was done in a
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study into the relative efficacy of OWL and description logic in [2]. This restric-
tion provided controlled variation whilst ensuring the ecological validity of the
results. The six selected statement types (to which we assign the names shown
in bold) are written here using English, where A and B are classes (sets) and p
is a property (binary relation)6:

1. Subset: All A are B; example: All Selkies are Fairies. This type of statement
is used to define class hierarchies in an ontology.

2. Disjointness: No A is a/an B; example: No Halfling is an Elf. This type of
statement occurs when classes are required to not share individuals.

3. Only: A p only B; example: Selkies hate only Goblins. This type of statement
is used to place a restriction on a property, p: viewing p as a binary relation,
if the domain of p is restricted to A, its image must be a subset of B.

4. Some: A p at least one B; example: Elves chase at least one Fairy. This type
of statement is used to define features of individuals that lie in A.

5. Domain: Only A p things; example: Only Demons scare things. This type
of statement identifies the domain of a property (binary relation).

6. Range: Things p only A; example: Things annoy only Fairies. This type of
statement identifies the range of a property.

In what follows, we always write the six types of statements following the con-
ventions illustrated in the examples just given. To generate the eight diagrams
needed for the learning effect and performance phases, we needed a systematic
approach to selecting the information that they would convey, reflecting the six
statement types. Alharbi et al. designed a study to compare sentences expressing
these six statement types, focusing on description logic and the Manchester OWL
syntax [2]. With permission, we adapted their study materials7 for our purposes.
Their study used eight sets of 14 statements; we used each set of statements to
produce a single diagram, one for each question. Each set of statements had ten
named sets, eight binary relations, four Subset statements and two of each of
the other types of statements; more Subset statements were needed since they
were necessary for what we call indirect statements to be derived; for an indi-
rect statement, see section 3.3, figure 10, where we need to use the information
that Ogre is a subset of Enchanter to deduce that Ogres guide only Nisses. An
example of a diagram representing 14 statements can be seen in figure 5.

3.2 Colour Treatments

To test whether multiple colour use in concept diagrams brings significant perfor-
mance benefits over other colour treatments, we identified three different ways

6 We acknowledge the blurring between syntax and semantics here; strictly speaking,
A and B are monadic predicates and p is a dyadic predicate.

7 Whilst [2] reports on OWL and DL, their study also included a third treatment:
concept diagrams. None of the diagrams used in our studies were syntactically iden-
tical to Alharbi et al.’s diagrams; we adjusted the layouts and represented Some
statements differently. Our training material was not the same as that provided by
Alharbi et al., in part since we followed a crowdsourced approach.
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of assigning colour. We used colourbrewer [10] to define our colours, ensuring
suitability for visualizing qualitative or categorical information rather than se-
quential or diverging information:

Monochrome: all syntactic elements are coloured the same. We chose to use
black, which is often employed when drawing Euler diagrams, see figures 1 to 4.

Dichrome: two colours are used for the syntactic elements. We chose to use blue
with green arrows, the de facto standard for concept diagrams [12, 14, 24], see
figures 6 to 13.

Polychrome: each set and binary relation takes a unique colour hue, see figure 5.
Our tasks involved ten sets and eight binary relations, so we needed 18 colours
in total. Colourbrewer can only generate sets of up to 12 colours. We generated
a set of 10 colours for the named sets and a disjoint set of eight colours for the
arrows. Unlabelled curves that were arrow targets took the same colour as their
targeting arrow.

3.3 Training Diagrams and Explanations

It was necessary to provide participants with training in the semantics of concept
diagrams. We chose to use a sequence of syntactically simple diagrams to explain
how the diagrams expressed the six statement types. It should be noted that
the training across participant groups differed only due to the nature of the
treatment to which they were exposed. For each statement type, we included
two training diagrams, which we call a direct version and an indirect version.
The direct version corresponds to information that would naturally be expressed
by a single axiom. For example, All Selkies are Nymphs and All Nymphs are
Fairies are expressed by the diagram in figure 5 (see the bottom right box).
Indirect statements correspond to information that would normally need to be
inferred from axioms but which is readily visible in a diagram. Using the two
statements All Selkies are Nymphs and All Nymphs are Fairies as a textual
example, one can infer the indirect statement All Selkies are Fairies. Referring
again to figure 5, All Selkies are Fairies is naturally expressed by the diagram
via circle containment, by virtue of expressing the two statements from which it
can be inferred. We now explain the training provided.

Subset Statements Participants were exposed to two subset training dia-
grams, with the direct version being shown in figure 6. The meaning of the
diagram was stated using the convention illustrated in section 3.1, as can be
seen in figure 6. The indirect subset training diagram can be seen in figure 7. In
the remaining parts of this subsection, we omit the (simpler) training given for
the direct statements which adopted a style similar to that illustrated here.

Disjointness Statements Figure 8 shows the indirect disjointness training
diagram, which conveys information by the presence of the curves within a single
box. An important feature of concept diagrams is the use of multiple enclosing
boxes. This allows a less cluttered representation of classes when they are not
known to be disjoint [16]; high levels of clutter leads to less effective diagrams [4,
12]. It was important to train the participants that diagrams exploit distinct
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Fig. 6. Training for direct Subsets. Fig. 7. Training for indirect Subsets.

Fig. 8. Training for indirect Disjointness. Fig. 9. Training for multiple box use.

boxes in order to avoid expressing a relationship between the represented classes.
Figure 9 shows how this was done.

Only Statements Indirect statements in the case of Only axioms can arise
in two ways, depending on the source and the target of the arrow. Referring
to figure 10, focusing on the arrow source, we see that Ogre is a subset of En-
chanter and, since Enchanters guide only Nisses, we can infer that Ogres guide
only Nisses. Regarding the target, since Nisses are Demons, we can infer that
Enchanters guide only Demons. These indirect statements are perhaps less ob-
vious than those we saw for subset and disjointness statements. In the source
case this is, in part, because there is no arrow emanating from Ogre.

Some Statements Indirect statements in the case of Some axioms can also
arise in two ways, depending on the source and the target of the arrow. Focusing
on the arrow source in figure 11, we see that Ogre is a subset of Giant and,
since Giants like at least one Halfling, we can infer that Ogres like at least one
Halfling. Regarding the target, since all Halflings are Mermaids, we can infer
that Giants like at least one Mermaid. These indirect statements are, as in the
case of Only statements, perhaps less obvious than those we saw in the case of
subset and disjointness.

Domain Statements Indirect statements in the case of Domain axioms can
only arise in one way, from the target of the arrow. We do not get any indirect
Domain statements arising from the source, since Domain axioms are always
defined over the universal set which is represented by the enclosing box. In
figure 12, Goblin is a subset of Fairy and, since only Goblins track things, we
can infer that only Fairies track things; that is, if the domain of tracks is Goblin
and all Goblins are Fairies then the domain can also be viewed as Fairy.
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Fig. 10. Training for indirect Only. Fig. 11. Training for indirect Some.

Fig. 12. Training for indirect Domain. Fig. 13. Training for indirect Range.

Range Statements Indirect statements in the case of Range axioms can also
only arise in one way, depending on the target of the arrow. We do not get
any indirect Range statements arising from the source, since Range axioms are
always defined over the universal set via arrows sourced on the enclosing box. In
figure 13, Sylph is a subset of Nisse and, since things hate only Sylphs, we can
infer that things hate only Nisses. That is, if the range of tracks is Sylph and all
Sylphs are Nisses then the range can also be viewed as Nisse.

3.4 Learning Effect Questions

Recall, from section 3.1, each of the six main phase tasks was derived from a
set of 14 statements. This meant that the diagrams used in the performance
phase were syntactically more complex and more expressive than the relatively
simple training diagrams (for example, contrast figures 1 and 5). Therefore, two
questions were included to reduce the impact of any learning effect that may
be present. The diagrams for these questions were derived from Alharbi et al.’s
two sets of 14 statements used to train participants in their study [2], which
are different from those used in the main phase tasks. These two questions were
associated with ten checkboxes of which seven should be selected; all checkboxes
were deselected when presented to the participants.. In total, this gave 14 correct
answers across the two questions, one for each of the six direct statements, one
for each of the Subset, Disjoint, Range and Domain indirect statements, and two
each for the Only and Some indirect statements; for Only and Some indirect,
there were two variants of true statement depending on whether the arrow source
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or target was used to make the derivation. This left six false statements, across
the two questions, one for each of the six statement types. This ensured that
participants had been exposed to each type of checkbox (direct, indirect and
false) for each statement type before performance data was gathered and the two
ways in which Only and Some indirect statements could arise. The participants
were unaware that the data collected for these two questions would not be used
in the analysis. See table 1 for an illustration.

3.5 Performance Phase Questions

Given the six sets of 14 statements, from which diagrams were derived for the
performance phase, we needed to identify suitable sets of checkbox responses for
each of them. Again following [2], each type of textual statement occurred as a
correct answer six times. This meant we needed 36 statements which appeared
as correct answers. For each type of textual statement, we included three direct
versions of the task and three indirect versions. As we are also interested in
ensuring that people do not read incorrect information from diagrams, we also
included each type of statement as an incorrect answer three times. This gave a
total of 54 checkboxes, which were distributed across the six tasks. Thus, each
task was associated with nine checkboxes; six of the statements were correct and
three were incorrect. Table 1 presents an example of nine statements, their type
and the required checkmark (or not). Thus, table 1 illustrates a correct response
to a task. The nine statements were each predicated with an unchecked checkbox
when initially presented to a parfticipant.

3.6 Data Collection Method

We adopted a between-groups design. Participants were randomly assigned to a
group and were paid £3.25 for their participation. Prolific Academic was used
to crowdsource participants from the general population. It is recognised that in
crowdsourced studies, participants do not always give questions their full atten-
tion, or have difficulties with the language used, and this is hard to control [8].
Varying techniques can be employed for avoiding the recruitment of participants

Option Checkbox Type Checkmark
Elves chase at least one Fairy Some – direct X
All Selkies are Fairies Subset – indirect X
Things guide only Elves Range - false
Selkies hate only Goblins Only – indirect X
All Boggarts are Midgets Subset – false
No Halfling is an Elf Disjoint – indirect X
Only Demons scare things Domain – direct X
Pucks follow only Goblins Only – false
Things annoy only Fairies Range – direct X

Table 1. Nine options, six of which are correct.
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who may have issues with the language or do not give questions their full atten-
tion. We chose to limit the participant pool to those who are fluent in English,
as well as including other pre-screening criteria covered in section 4. We also
included two questions, designed to catch inattentive participants, that were
trivial to answer if the associated text was read. Answering either of these two
questions incorrectly meant that the participant was classified as inattentive.
The first of these questions was included in the training phase and the second
one was in the performance phase. The inattentive participants were unable to
proceed with the study as soon as they answered one of these two questions
incorrectly and any data collected up to that point was not retained.

In each phase of the study, each diagram and its associated question was dis-
played on a unique page. Participants could not return to pages and subsequent
pages were not revealed until the ‘Next page’ button was clicked. The training
pages were presented in a fixed order for each participant and, as just indicated,
included one of the inattentive questions. The order was: Subset, Subset-indirect,
Disjoint, Disjoint-indirect, Disjoint-multiple boxes, Only, Only-indirect, inatten-
tive question, Some, Some-indirect, Domain, Domain-indirect, Range, Range-
indirect. It was felt that this order began training people using simpler concepts
since there were no arrows in the first five diagrams. Once the participant clicked
the next button, they were asked to answer the two questions included to reduce
learning effect. After that, the next two questions were randomly selected from
the six performance phase questions, followed by the second inattentive question,
and then the remaining four performance phase questions in a random order.

3.7 Statistical Analysis Method

We view accuracy as more important than time: one representation of infor-
mation is judged to be more effective than another if users can perform tasks
significantly more accurately with it. If no significant accuracy difference exists
and performance is significantly quicker then the quicker notation is judged to be
more effective. For the analysis, we employed two local odds ratios generalized
equation models [26] to analyse the accuracy data. For the time data, we used a
generalized estimation model [17] that allowed us to estimate whether the time
taken to provide answers was significantly different. Alternative models such as
ANOVA were not deemed appropriate as our data violated their assumptions.

4 Study Execution and Statistical Analysis

Here we describe our pilot study before presenting the statistical analysis yielding
an overall comparison between treatment types and a comparison by task type.

4.1 Pilot Study

When running a pilot study, we pre-screened participants. Pre-screening criteria
included having a Prolific approval rate of 95% or higher, the requirement to
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Group No. of Participants Accuracy Rate Mean Time

Overall 30 81.17% 2m 52.98s

M 10 85.37% 3m 11.10s
D 10 80.37% 2m 46.66s
P 10 77.78% 2m 38.18s

Table 2. Summary of the pilot data.

Group No. of Participants Accuracy Rate Mean Time

Overall 261 80.11% 2m 48.17s

M 81 77.98% 2m 52.81s
D 89 80.96% 2m 54.74s
P 91 81.16% 2m 37.60s

Table 3. Main study performance data.

have completed at least 5 studies on Prolific previously, being fluent in English,
and being aged between 18 and 100 (this was imposed by Prolific). This left a
pool of 27561 potential participants, out of 63577, so over half were disqualified.
Further, we indicated that the study would be supported on desktop and tablet
devices, but not mobile devices; Prolific does not guarantee that this means
participants will refrain from using a mobile device. A total of 39 participants
began the pilot study. Of these, two were classified as inattentive, three timed-
out after 50 minutes, a further three withdrew before completion, and one did
not have their data saved due to a read/write error. This left us with data from
30 participants.

The overall accuracy rate and the average time to answer each performance
phase question during the pilot study are given in table 2, accompanied by a
breakdown for each group. The pilot data do not indicate a ceiling or floor effect,
which would have suggested that the tasks were either too easy or too hard to
reveal significant differences. That is, the pilot data suggest that the tasks require
some cognitive effort to perform but are not so difficult that the participants are
essentially guessing the answers.

We noted a very high error rate for Disjoint-false checkboxes: overall, the
Disjoint-false accuracy rate was 27.78%, with the Monochrome and Polychrome
groups both scoring 23.33% and the Dichrome group getting 36.67% correct.
Ticking a Disjoint-false checkbox would suggest that the participant believed two
sets are disjoint when in fact they are not. This could be due to misunderstanding
the information provided by multiple rectangle use, so we added further text to
the associated training page: “In particular, because Mermaid and Giant are
in different rectangles, the diagram does not tell us that no Mermaid is a
Giant and does not tell us that no Giant is a Mermaid.” We also observed
that the accuracy rates were low overall for Domain (50.00%) and Domain-
indirect questions (37.78%) but we suspected that this was due to the difficulty
of understanding the use of inverse. As such no change was made to the study
based on this observation.

4.2 Main Study

For the main study, we included an additional pre-screening criterion: no partic-
ipant who took part in the pilot could take part in the main study. Three partic-
ipants self-reported as colourblind, one in each group8. The statistical analysis

8 The impact of the three colourblind participants on the data collected was not sig-
nificant.
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is performed on the entire data set; we did not perform a subsequent analysis
with the colourblind participants removed. The accuracy rates and mean times
are summarised in table 3. The overall accuracy rate, 80.11%, can be considered
high as participants were unlikely to be familiar with concept diagrams prior
to taking part. Whilst the accuracy rates and mean times can be seen as an
indicator of relative performance across groups, it is important to note that the
statistical methods employed do not compare these data: the statistical meth-
ods that compare means (e.g. ANOVA), do not account for correlated responses
from participants and make other assumptions that our data violate.

Learning Effect Questions We evaluated whether the learning effect ques-
tions yielded significantly lower accuracy performance than the six performance
phase questions. Based on a Wald test, the learning effect questions had statisti-
cally significant lower overall accuracy rate than the performance phase questions
(0.8011 vs. 0.7571 with p-value < 0.001). This suggests that participants did im-
prove their accuracy performance during these first two questions. This does
not, however, mean that the learning effect was eliminated but suggests that
it was reduced by the inclusion of these two questions. It is not appropriate to
compare the times taken for the learning effect questions with the performance
phase questions due to their differing number of checkboxes (ten versus nine).

Statistical Analysis: Overall Comparison Here we report on the overall
comparison between the three colour treatment groups. Using a Generalised Es-
timating Equations (GEE) based [26] statistical model for the accuracy data,
we estimated a 95% confidence interval (CI) for the odds of providing a correct
answer with one treatment compared to another. Recall that a correct answer
means either correctly ticking a checkbox (where the associated statement is
true) or correctly not ticking a checkbox (where the associated statement is
false). We computed p-values to determine whether the treatments gave rise to
significantly different accuracy performance. The estimated odds of correctly an-
swering questions with Dichrome was 1.20 (to 2d.p.) times that of Monochrome
with a 95% CI of (0.94,1.53) and p-value of 0.1363 (to 4d.p.). Therefore, there
was no significant difference in accuracy performance between Dichrome and
Monochrome. Results for the other pairwise comparisons are given in table 4:
there were no significant differences overall in accuracy across treatments.

Using a GEE based statistical model for the time data, we estimated a 95%
CI for the ratio of the time (measured in seconds) needed to complete a task
with one treatment compared to another. The derived CI and its corresponding
p-value allowed us to determine whether two treatments were significantly differ-
ent. The model estimated that the time needed to complete a task with Dichrome
was 1.11 times (2d.p.) that with Monochrome with a 95% CI of (0.89, 1.37) and
p-value of 0.3553. Therefore, there is no significant difference in time performance
between Dichrome and Monochrome. Results for the other pairwise comparisons
are given in table 5. The analysis revealed no significant differences overall in
time taken across the three treatments. Therefore, our accuracy and time anal-
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Treatments Odds CI p-value

D versus M 1.20 (0.94,1.53) 0.1363
D versus P 0.99 (0.78,1.24) 0.9145
M versus P 0.82 (0.64,1.05) 0.1174
Table 4. Overall comparison: accuracy.

Treatments Ratio CI p-value

D versus M 1.11 (0.89,1.37) 0.3553
D versus P 1.12 (0.92,1.36) 0.2606
M versus P 1.01 (0.82,1.24) 0.9179
Table 5. Overall comparison: time.

Treatments Odds CI p-value Most Accurate

Only – direct
Dichrome versus Polychrome 0.58 (0.33,0.99) 0.0474 Polychrome

Only – indirect
Dichrome versus Polychrome 0.57 (0.33,0.98) 0.0436 Polychrome

Some – false
Monochrome versus Dichrome 2.15 (1.05,4.41) 0.0364 Monochrome
Monochrome versus Polychrome 2.09 (1.04,4.22) 0.0391 Monochrome

Table 6. Comparison of Treatments by Accuracy by Statement Type.

ysis consistently indicate that there is no overall difference in the three colour
treatments: the overall ranking is Monochrome = Dichrome = Polychrome.

Statistical Analysis: Comparison by Checkbox Type When seeking to
establish whether significant performance differences exist for each of the three
variants (direct, indirect, false) of each of the six statement types, we can only
consider the accuracy data as it was not meaningful to collect time date for
individual checkboxes. As with the overall analysis, we produced a GEE based
statistical model. Results for the pairwise comparisons where significant differ-
ences were observed are given in table 6. We can see from the significant results
that in two cases Dichrome is significantly less accurate than Polychrome. In the
two other cases, Monochrome is significantly more accurate than both Dichrome
and Polychrome.

5 Discussion

We observed that for Only and Only-indirect statements, Polychrome outper-
formed Dichrome. In these cases, the correct response would have been to select
the associated checkbox. These results indicate that Dichrome did not facilitate
the extraction of the respective information as well as Polychrome. Surprisingly,
however, we also observed that using black curves and arrows was significantly
more effective in the case of Some-false tasks; these are tasks where the response
is incorrect if the associated checkbox is ticked. These results indicate that the
Dichrome and Polychrome treatments, which were statistically indistinguishable
from each other, did not facilitate the extraction of the respective information
as well as Monochrome. Of course, it would be remiss not to remark on the fact
that we only had four significant results out of the 60 statistical tests conducted.
One would expect to obtain three type-I errors when conducting this number of
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tests, at the 5% level. Thus, we cannot say with any confidence that any of the
treatments significantly differ.

It is particularly surprisingly that we obtained notable evidence that the
choice of colour treatment made no difference for those tasks with checkboxes
whose associated statements only involved sets (i.e Subset or Disjoint state-
ments). Here, we expected the polychrome treatment to yield superior task
performance because only the information conveyed by the underlying Euler
diagrams was necessary for the task. However our observations suggest that, for
diagrams with a high level of complexity, the effectiveness of multiple colours for
the curves in the underlying Euler diagram is indeed diminished; the Polychrome
treatment required 18 colours. Perceptual theory suggests that up to eight to ten
colours can be rapidly distinguished by the human eye, after which the percep-
tual distinction between these colours diminishes [11]. Therefore, we posit that
a reduction in the ability to easily distinguish between 10 or more colours has
compromised the efficacy that we otherwise anticipated using the Polychrome
treatment. Moreover, efficacy is compromised to such an extent that there was
no benefit of using multiple colours, compared to Monochrome, and sometimes
performance was actually inferior (noting the caveat concerning type-I errors).

In the case of Monochrome, graphical shape is the only differentiator between
syntactic elements that represents sets (circles) and those which represents bi-
nary relations (arrows). Similarity theory [9] indicates that using different syn-
tactic devices for semantically different entities is sensible: using syntactically
similar entities leads to increased search times when seeking to find a particular
piece of ‘target’ syntax. Thus, in the Monochrome case, shape is the only graph-
ical property that may aid a visual search through the diagram when seeking to
establish the truth of a given statement. Now, colour can also be used to group
syntactic devices that have some semantic commonality, as seen in Dichrome
treatment: colours are assigned to syntactic items that represent semantically
different types of things: blue curves represent sets and green arrows represent
binary relations. In this sense, colour is being used to reinforce the semantic dif-
ferentiation of syntactic devices via shapes when performing visual search. Thus,
we see that using two colours or two shapes has the potential to aid information
extraction, with the Dichrome treatment exploiting both and the monochrome
treatment exploiting only shape. It is known that colour is a more salient graph-
ical property than form [7], indicating that the use of two colours may be more
beneficial than just the use of different shapes. However, our study suggests that
using two shapes and two colours (Dichrome) is not more effective than using
two shapes and just black (Monochrome). We posit that circles and arrows have
sufficiently different visual characteristics meaning that the additional graphical
element of colour does not bring about performance benefits.

6 Conclusion

Based on prior research into Euler diagrams [5], there was evidence to suggest
that manipulating colour in concept diagrams had the potential to impact user
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task performance. However, the case was not clear-cut: concept diagrams express
more complex statements than Euler diagrams, exploiting a more diverse set of
graphical symbols with which to make statements. Indeed, being designed for use
in ontology engineering, the kinds of statements that concept diagrams express
can require each diagram to include many syntactic elements, as in figure 5.
These facts suggested that further empirical insight was required in order to
understand the role that colour plays in the effective interpretation of concept
diagrams. Our study suggests that colour is no longer a useful visual variable
to manipulate when seeking to improve user task performance, at least for the
kinds of tasks we have evaluated. The take-away message from our study is that,
whilst colour is a useful graphical property to manipulate for Euler diagrams,
the benefits may be lost in the case of concept diagrams.

The discussion in section 5 alludes to the fact that one reason using two
colours may not yield performance benefits – when used consistently with graph-
ical shape to segregate syntactic elements that have differing semantic properties
– is that circles and arrows have distinctly different shapes. Thus, our research
raises an important question: when using colour to visually group syntactic el-
ements that have a common semantic property, how different do the elements’
shapes need to be in order for there to be performance benefits arising from using
colours? This question is not relevant for just concept diagrams, but all diagram-
matic notations that employ a range of graphical shapes to convey information.
Finally, we note a further avenue for research is to explore the role of interaction
in facilitating information extraction from concept diagrams.
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